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It’s comforting to come home.

Arrangement
Options:

A) F
 ULL SERVICES
Visitation and Service on Separate Days......................... $6,090
“Grief shared is grief diminished.” Holding a visitation and service allows
for you to invite your community to support you in a difficult time. This
option allows you plenty of time for friends and family to gather. The
visitation and service may be held at our facility, or at a facility of your
choice. Reception staff and facilities are available at an additional cost.

To make it convenient, we’ve created B) F
 ULL SERVICES
four arrangement options. Any option
Visitation and/or Service on the Same Day.................. $4,805
can be tailored to fit the needs
Sometimes it may make more sense to hold a visitation and service on
of your family.
the same day. Or you may wish not to have a visitation and simply hold a
service at our Chapel, or another facility. On the other hand, a visitation,
with no formal service, may suit your family’s needs better. This option
includes all the same services as Option A, with everything happening
on one day.

C) P
 RIVATE FAMILY GOODBYE...................................................... $2,800
It is always helpful to allow time for your family to say goodbye. This
includes a small gathering at the funeral home prior to travelling together
to the cemetery or crematory.

D) SIMPLY CREMATION.............................................................................. $2,010
For those wishing no private or public ceremony this option includes
basic professional services and documents, transportation from the
place of death, temporary facility for shelter, and the transfer to the
cemetery or crematorium.
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Are you thinking of
Cremation?

We would be honoured to assist The Cremation Process
you in arranging for cremation. Cremation involves reducing the body to
We wish to share some bone fragments by applying intense heat
information about cremation (approximately 1000 degrees Celsius) for a period
with you. of two to three hours. The cremated remains,
which are commonly referred to as ashes, are
removed from the cremation chamber, and
any metal objects are removed. The cremated
remains are then processed, so that they are
of an equal consistency. They will often appear
white or grey in colour, and typically weigh
between 1 to 2 kilograms.

What mementos or personal
items can be placed in a casket
prior to cremation?
Any personal items can be placed in the casket,
like notes or photos, which can be a helpful
way to say goodbye. Since most items will be
destroyed as part of the cremation process, we
suggest that jewellery be removed and placed
inside the urn with the cremated remains after
the cremation has taken place.
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Life-Story
DVDs
We don’t remember days,
we remember moments.
We often have families tell us that
the process of going through and
selecting favourite photos is incredibly
meaningful. Each photo brings back
a different memory, and with each
memory comes a story. Allow us to help
you compile those photos, memories
and stories by creating a complimentary
LifeStory Slideshow DVD.

CROSS DESIGN

Personalized
Stationery

...................................

FIELDS OF WHEAT

All we need is around 50 photos and
three or four favourite pieces of music,
and we will create a beautiful tribute that
we can show during the visitation and
funeral. It will also become a treasured
keepsake for your family.
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$285

We will also create personalized stationery to help
honour your loved one. We will help you choose
from over 500 themes that pay tribute to different
hobbies, interests, careers and nature. We work
with you to incorporate favourite photos, poetry,
or biographies so that the stationery becomes
something more than just a guest register book
and cards. It becomes a precious keepsake
recording an important event for your family.
The stationery package includes a register book,
memorial cards, laminated bookmarks for the
family, a candle, and thank you cards.

NATURAL GREY

Making it Personal
Even the smallest touch can make a
big difference in personalizing your
funeral services. There is no right or
wrong when it comes to remembering
your loved one and honouring
their life, accomplishments, and
individuality.
Personalization isn’t just about marking your
loved one’s individuality. It also allows family
and friends to feel comforted by the services
and experience their connection to the life being
honoured. A memorable and meaningful service
can be an important part of the healing process
for those who are coping with a loss. We work
closely with you to get to know your loved one’s
life story and consider ways to represent your
bond and pay tribute to their unique journey.
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FRONTENAC
POPLAR
Northern
18W

BRIAR HILL
BIRD’S EYE
MAPLE

Solid poplar, dark walnut
finish, rosetan crepe
interior, adult standard

Victoriaville
25-833-00

Solid Bird’s Eye Maple
construction, gloss finish,
champagne linen interior,
adult standard

$2,995

WOODSTOCK
OAK
Victoriaville
10-5750-00

$3,695

CHURCHILL
CHERRY

Solid Appalachian red oak,
topaz colour with satin
finish, beige velvet interior,
adult standard

Northern
954

Solid Canadian Cherry,
gloss finish, toast velvet
interior, adult standard

$3,095

MICHAEL
ANGELO
MAPLE
Victoriaville
20-5610-00

CAMBRIAN
OAK
Northern
23

Solid Silver Maple
Construction, high gloss
finish, interchangeable
keepsake corners, beige
velvet interior, “Last
Supper” hardware, adult
standard

$3,995

ASSINIBOINE
OAK
Northern
959

Solid Canadian oak
construction, satin finish,
toast velvet interior, with
authentic wheat head
panel, adult standard

$3,295

$3,995

VERSAILLES
MAHOGANY

Solid 2-inch plank oak,
high gloss finish, cream
white velvet interior,
adult standard

Northern
979

Solid mahogany, walnut
gloss finish, toast velvet
interior, adult standard

$3,395

WABASH
CHERRY
Victoriaville
05-5550-01

$4,295

ST. PATRICK
MAHOGANY

Solid cherry, cherrypolished finish,
champagne velvet interior,
adult standard

Victoriaville
01-5910-10

Solid mahogany, high gloss
finish, beige velvet interior,
adult standard

$3,495

ACROPOLIS
OAK
Northern
958

BORDEAUX
CHERRY

100% Solid Canadian Oak,
satin finish, eggshell linen
interior, adult standard

Victoriaville
05-9600-00
$3,695

More caskets in various styles available. Please ask your funeral director for more details.

$4,995

Solid Finest Cherrywood
Construction, Rich Garnet
high-gloss finish, inlaid
gold trim, beige velvet
interior, adult standard

$5,895
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Urn Selection
When choosing an urn, it is
important to think about the
final resting place for the
cremated remains. We have
urns suitable for burial, niche
or scattering, as well as for
keeping in a special place
at home.

SCATTERING
NICHE
22
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BURIAL

HOME

